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Seasons in Vermont

Many people love to play and be outside in our environment! In fact I love to be outside
too! I love Vermont’s environment and we should clean our beautiful state to keep
Vermont beautiful! Vermont can stay beautiful, we just need to keep it clean and
unpolluted! If we keep our state unpolluted: the snow in our winters will be white, the
grass in our spring will be green, the flowers in summer will be bloomed and beautiful,
and in fall our trees will be full in foliage and beautiful! We should keep all the seasons
in Vermont beautiful!

Winter:
Winter in Vermont can be beautiful too! If we keep our state unpolluted with pesticides
and trash then we will have beautiful winters! Winters are supposed to be beautiful
along with every other season! Winters can be beautiful with beautiful glistening glittery
snow. With white glittery snow you can do so many fun things! So many fun things like:
sledding, tubing, skiing, snowboarding, snowmobiling, building a snowman or a snow
fort, having snowball fights. All of these things are what you do with snow. But you might
not want to have a snowball fight or build a snowman with snow that's not white or
clean. That's one reason we should not pollute and keep Vermont clean and beautiful!

Spring:
Spring in Vermont is really beautiful too, all the flowers and green grass. We can have
that every spring just don’t litter or pollute! Another amazing thing that happens in spring
is baby animals! Baby animals will not survive if the air is polluted because it would be
hard to breathe and you need to breathe to live. Also if trash is always on the ground it
will be super hard to find food or they might think the trash is food when it's not so they
could eat something they actually can’t and they wouldn’t make it or they could get
stuck or tangled in trash and not be able to move. That's another reason why we should
not pollute and keep Vermont clean and beautiful!

Summer:
Summer in Vermont is also really pretty, the late nights, bonfires, swimming, etc! It's all
really fun and also really warm! But, we can’t swim with polluted and trashed waters, we
can’t have bonfires with polluted air, and we can’t stay up all night in the warm polluted
air. You can do so much in summer but you can’t really do much with pollution because



pollution will prevent lots that you can do! That's another reason why we should not
pollute and keep Vermont clean and beautiful!

Fall:
Fall in Vermont is super pretty too! Especially fall because of the leaves and foliage! Fall
has really pretty foliage: the red, orange, and yellow! Fall is also a really cool
temperature! I love fall! Fall is my favorite season because of the colors and the
weather! I also love all of the things you can do in fall: Apple picking, corn mazes, apple
cider, and halloween! If the air is polluted all of those activities won't be really fun
because the air would be polluted! That's another reason why we should not pollute and
keep Vermont clean and beautiful!

In conclusion as said before we should keep Vermont clean and unpolluted because:
Every season can be really beautiful such as winter, spring, summer and fall! All the
seasons will be really pretty and fun if we keep our Vermont unpolluted! This is why we
should keep Vermont clean!




